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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

DistrictDistrict
of NewofJersey
__________
__________
United States of America
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

RYAN OSINSKI

Case No.
Mag. No. 21-mj-7003 (KMW)

Defendant(s)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
On or about the date(s) of
District of

New Jersey

in the

, the defendant(s) violated:

Code Section
18 U.S.C. § 2252A(a)(2)(A)

Camden

in the county of

12/5/20 -- 12/11/20

DescriptionRI2IIHQVHV
See Attachment A.

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:
See Attachment B.

✔ Continued on the attached sheet.
u

Complainant’s signature

Kimberlee Gautier, Special Agent, HSI
Printed name and title
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WHOHSKRQH
Date:

(specify reliable electronic means).

01/21/2021
Judge’s signature

City and state:

District of New Jersey

Hon. Karen M. Williams, U.S. Magistrate Judge
Printed name and title

CONTENTS APPROVED
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By: /s/Jeffrey Bender
Jeffrey B. Bender, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Date: January 21, 2021

ATTACHMENT A
From on or about December 5, 2020, through on or about December 11, 2020, in Camden
County, in the District of New Jersey and elsewhere, the defendant,
RYAN OSINSKI,
did knowingly distribute at least three images of child pornography, as defined in Title 18,
United States Code, Section 2256(8), which images were shipped and transported using any
means and facility of interstate and foreign commerce, and shipped and transported in and
affecting interstate and foreign commerce by any means, including by computer.
In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 2252A(a)(2)(A).

ATTACHMENT B
AFFIDAVIT
1.
I, Kimberlee Gautier, (the “affiant”), state that I am a Special Agent with the
Department of Homeland Security, Homeland Security Investigations (“HSI”). I have
knowledge of the following facts based upon both my investigation and discussions with other
law enforcement personnel and others. Because this Affidavit is being submitted for the sole
purpose of establishing probable cause to support the issuance of a complaint, I have not
included each and every fact known to the government concerning this matter. Where
statements of others are set forth herein, these statements are related in substance and in part.
Where I assert that an event took place on a particular date, I am asserting that it took place on or
about the date alleged.
2.
At all relevant times, Ryan Osinski (“OSINSKI”) resided in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey (“the Residence”). OSINSKI is an active duty officer with the United States Air Force.
3.
In January 2020, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
(“NCMEC”) created Cyber Tipline Report number 62853922 based on information that the
email address shityy1@aim.com and screen/username shityyy#6818 associated with a Discord
account uploaded an image of child pornography. NCMEC is a national clearinghouse and
comprehensive reporting center for all issues relating to the prevention of and recovery from
child victimization. NCMEC collects, among other things, information concerning alleged
instances of online enticement of children for sexual acts, extra-familial child sexual molestation,
child pornography, child sex tourism, child sex trafficking, unsolicited obscene materials sent to
a child, misleading domain names, and misleading words or digital images on the Internet
4.
IP address information provided by Verizon Fios indicated that the IP address
used to upload the child pornography in the NCMEC Report was registered to OSINSKI at the
Residence.
5.
On or about December 15, 2020, I conducted a “knock and talk” at the Residence
with local law enforcement. After knocking on the door and encountering OSINSKI (the only
person present at the Residence), I introduced myself to him and explained the purpose of the
visit. Subsequent to being informed of and waiving his Miranda rights, OSINSKI admitted, in
substance and in part, that he previously used Discord and Kik, owned the associated email
address in the NCMEC Report, and used his Apple iPhone X (“OSINKSI’s iPhone”) to access
Discord and other social media applications. As the interview proceeded, OSINSKI consented to
a search of OSINKSI’s iPhone. Officers located child pornography during a preliminary review
of OSINSKI’s iPhone.
6.
On or about December 21, 2020, a New Jersey Superior Court judge authorized a
search warrant for OSINKSI’s iPhone. During a subsequent forensic examination of OSINSKI’s
iPhone, officers located multiple images and videos of child exploitation material, as well as
multiple chats on the Kik application containing images and/or videos of child exploitation
material. Kik is an instant messaging application where individuals can chat and/or send pictures
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one on one or in groups. The videos and images on OSINSKI’s iPhone are generally nude
juveniles between the approximate ages of 5 to 15 years old who are posing nude, engaged in sex
acts upon themselves, and engaged in sex acts with other people, including adults and other
juveniles.
7.
In addition to the images and videos of child exploitation material in Kik, the Kik
chats also include messages with Mega links containing child exploitation material. Mega is a
cloud storage and file hosting service that allows users to store files and share the files with
others.
8.
For example, OSINSKI’s iPhone contained the following chat between
OSINSKI’s Kik account (Jake Deghg/shityyy5) and another individual (hereinafter “G/GM”)
during the evening of December 4, 2020:
G/GM:
OSINSKI:
OSINSKI:
OSINSKI:
G/GM:
G/GM:
OSINKSI:
OSINSKI:
G/GM:
G/GM:
G/GM:
OSINSKI:
G/GM:
G/GM:
OSINSKI:
OSINSKI:
OSINSKI:
G/GM:
G/GM:
G/GM:
OSINSKI:

i don’t have sleep stuff but i do have a lot of megas, what kind do you
have ?
A lot mostly teens and stuff
[sends a screen shot of what appears to be several folders in his MEGA
account]
List keeps going from there
nice
i found a compilation of 1500 mega links a few months ago, some are
broken buy you can find absolutely anything in it
Holy shit
That’s a lot lol
i’ll share if you found something similiar (i’m desperate for the same thing
but updated) or just some of yours lol
it’s not just porn tho, some megas are pure trash like you’ll find the
content of the sd card of some Indian dude or something
but i like the mistery box type of thing
I’ll throw you some links what you looking for
anything really hardcore and taboo aside from scat or gore, i like teens etc
still before you send something know that those 1500 megas are a lot of
trash with some gold through it not the other way around, dont wanna feel
like i’m scamming you
[sends link hereinafter referred to as “First Mega Link”]
Yeah I got it
[sends link hereinafter referred to as “Second Mega Link”]
[sends link hereinafter referred to as “Paste Link”1]
here they are
thanks mate!
Thanks

I reviewed the Paste Link, which was titled “1500+ MEGA LINKS” and was a list of MEGA
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links numerous pages long.
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G/GM:
G/GM:
OSINISKI:
G/GM:

and if you ever come across a more recent version of this list contact me !
wait what’s the key for the second one ?
There shouldnt be a key
nevermind i deleted the w at the end by mistake

9.
I personally reviewed the First Mega Link, which is publicly accessible and
consists of a folder titled “.” with a total of approximately 156 videos and images. Among the
folder’s contents are numerous videos and images of child exploitation material, including the
following:
a. VIDEO NAME: 2020-05-04 01.30.37.mov
DESCRIPTION: A video approximately 31 seconds in length with a
prepubescent female laying on her back. An adult male ejaculates on the
prepubescent female’s face and then has the prepubescent female perform
fellatio on him. The prepubescent female has no breast development and is
seen wiping the semen from her eyes.
b. IMAGE NAME: 2020-05-28 13.08.05_5
DESCRIPTION: A image of a naked prepubescent female with her hands
bound above her head with a white tie. An adult male is vaginally penetrating
the minor female. The prepubescent female has no breast development and no
visible pubic hair. The prepubescent female is between the approximate ages
of 6-8 years old.
10.
I personally reviewed the Second Mega Link, which is publicly accessible and
consists of a folder titled “Young teens” with a total of approximately 390 videos and images.
Among the folder’s contents are numerous videos and images of child exploitation material,
including the following:
a. VIDEO NAME: 4F5A1899-629E-4B4A-883D-558F0B545E.MP4
DESCRIPTION: A video approximately 1 minute and 59 seconds in length
with a prepubescent female laying on her back with her legs tied open with
yellow rope. The prepubescent female’s hands are also bound above her head
with yellow rope and there is a black collar around the prepubescent female’s
neck. The prepubescent female is between the approximate ages of 8-10 years
of age. An adult male digitally penetrates the prepubescent female’s vagina
with the focus of the video on the prepubescent female’s vagina. The
prepubescent female then performs fellatio on the adult male while the adult
male continues to digitally penetrate the prepubescent female’s vagina. The
prepubescent female has no breast development and no visible pubic hair.
b. VIDEO NAME:

522d7cb7-dc60-40bf-a93a-af89f7ebee83.mp4
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DESCRIPTION: A video approximately 1 minute and 2 seconds in length
with a prepubescent female fully naked sitting on the lap of an adult female.
The adult female digitally manipulates the vagina of the prepubescent female.
There is no visible breast develop on the prepubescent female, nor does the
prepubescent female have pubic hair.
11.
As another example of OSINSKI using Kik to distribute child pornography,
OSINSKI’s iPhone contained the following chat between OSINSKI’s Kik account (Jake
Deghg/shityyy5) and another individual the night of December 10, 2020:
OSINSKI: Pizzaaaa
OSINSKI: [link hereinafter referred to as “Third Mega Link”]
12.
I personally reviewed the Third Mega Link, which is publicly accessible and
consists of a folder titled “for the homies” with a total of approximately 226 videos and 97
images. Among the folder’s contents are numerous videos and images of child exploitation
material, including the following:
a. VIDEO NAME: (PTHC) Sugar n Candy – HD 1920 X 1080 – Full Movie –
Oral Pedo Adventures.mkv
DESCRIPTION: A video approximately 39 minutes and 19 seconds in
length. As a brief synopsis, the video shows multiple prepubescent females
engaging in oral, vaginal and anal sexual activity with adult males, adult
males urinating on prepubescent females and prepubescent females
undressing.
b. IMAGE NAME: 541376fd-6892-425f-b3bd-7b78629e8895
DESCRIPTION: The image is of a female sitting on the lap of an adult male
engaged in sexual intercourse. The female is holding the head of a
prepubescent female approximately 6-8 years of age while the prepubescent
female is performing oral sex on the female.
13.
Information obtained from Mega confirmed that at least 17 Mega links contained
in the Kik chats on OSINKI’s iPhone—including the First Mega Link, Second Mega Link, and
Third Mega Link—are owned by shityyy3@yahoo.com. Information provided by Oath Holdings
indicated that shityyy3@yahoo.com was registered on May 4, 2020 in the name of “hahhaa
rynas” with a verified recovery phone number that matches the phone number for OSINSKI’s
Verizon Fios Internet service.
14.
For approximately 13 of the 17 Mega links owned by shityyy3@yahoo.com, the
owner’s IP address was 96.248.99.146, and these links were created on various dates between
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October 23, 2020 and November 9, 2020.2 Information from Kik indicated that the user of the
shityyy5 Kik account found on OSINSKI’s iPhone accessed the Kik account numerous times
between December 1, 2020 and December 15, 2020 from the same 96.248.99.146 IP address. IP
address information provided by Verizon Fios indicated that this IP address was registered to
OSINSKI at the Residence during these time periods.
15.
By transmitting to others the links to electronic file folders containing images and
videos of child pornography controlled by OSINSKI, OSINSKI distributed child pornography.
16.
Based on my education, training and experience, and my discussion with other
law enforcement officers, and to the best of my knowledge, the images and videos described
above were shipped and transported in interstate and foreign commerce, and were shipped and
transported using any means of interstate and foreign commerce, including by computer and
cellular telephone.
________________________________
Kimberlee Gautier
Special Agent
Department of Homeland Security
Homeland Security Investigations
Special Agent Kimberlee Gautier attested to this Affidavit by telephone pursuant to Federal Rule
of Criminal Procedure 4.1(b)(2)(A).
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
21st day of January, 2021.
________________________________
Honorable Karen M. Williams
United States Magistrate Judge
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The First Mega Link, Second Mega Link, and Third Mega Link were created in
December 2020 from a T-Mobile IP address whose subscriber information is presently unknown.
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